DP-M14A 3D Stand Pro
Instruction Manual

• Installation
• Part List

Thanks for choosing the '3D Stand Pro'. We recommend you review this instruction manual first in order to have the best experience in using the stand.

In line with the policy of continued development, if there are any amendments on the appearance, color or assemblies, please refer to the real object. Our company reserves the right to amend on the specifications and the manual without prior notification.

Installation

1. Please check and ensure all parts are complete before installation.

A. Holder B. Camera Fixed Holder C. Base

2. Insert the adjustable holder into the hole of the base ①, and then turn the holder to the right to tighten it with the base ②. Installation is complete ③.

3. Camera Fixed Holder Installation

Take out the camera fixed holder ①. Insert the camera fixed holder into the holder slot ②. Turn the holder to right to fix it on the slot ③. Installation is complete ④.

Part List

Flexible part A
This part can be rotated 360° freely.

Flexible part B
This part can be rotated 360° freely.

Knob
Turn the knob to the left to loosen the flexible part A, B and C to adjust the holder in any angle and then turn right to fasten.

Flexible part C
This part can be rotated 360° freely.

Microscope holder

Holder lock
There are two locks on the holder, suitable for different size microscopes.

Amera Fixed Holder
Suitable for different cameras.

3D Stand Pro – Adjust freely

* Oriental Inspiration Company reserves the right to the interpretation of the manual.